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Abstract
The demand for individualized products drives modern manufacturing systems towards greater adaptability and flexibility.
This increases the focus on data-driven digital twins enabling swift adaptations. Within the framework of cyber-physical
systems, the digital twin is a digital model that is fully connected to the physical and digital assets. A digital model must
follow a standardization for interoperable data exchange. Established ontologies andmeta-models offer a basis in the definition
of a schema, which is the first phase of creating a digital twin. The next phase is the standardized and structured modeling
with static use-case specific data. The final phase is the deployment of digital twins into operation with a full connection of the
digital model with the remaining cyber-physical system. In this deployment phase communication standards and protocols
provide a standardized data exchange. A survey on the state-of-the-art of these three digital twin phases reveals the lack of a
consistent workflow from ontology-driven definition to standardized modeling. Therefore, one goal of this paper is the design
of an end-to-end digital twin pipeline to lower the threshold of creating and deploying digital twins. As the task of establishing
a communication connection is highly repetitive, an automation concept by providing structured protocol data is the second
goal. The planning and control of a line-less assembly system with manual stations and a mobile robot as resources and an
industrial dog as the product serve as exemplary digital twin applications. Along this use-case the digital twin pipeline is
transparently explained.
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Introduction andmotivation

Mass customization and other trends towards shorter life
cycles and reduced lot size are drivingmanufacturing systems
towards increased adaptability and flexibility (Hu 2013).
Results of the increasing flexibility are complexity and
shorter required reaction times,which is especially impacting
assembly systems as those challenges accumulate in this final
step of the manufacturing value chain (Wiendahl et al. 2004).
Upcoming alternative assembly forms strive away from ded-
icated assembly lines to increase adaptability and flexibility
(Greschke et al. 2014; Qamar et al. 2018). In such flexible
assembly systems, the complexity of planning and control
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increases due to the higher degrees of freedom in the mate-
rial flow (Hüttemann et al. 2017). The task of such production
planning and control is the continuous adaptation of the cur-
rent system status to an optimized state (VDI 2018). For
this purpose, information must be collected and exchanged
between system assets. Cyber-Physical Production Systems
(CPPS) contain digital entities and the surrounding physical
world (i.e. the real manufacturing system) (Acatech, 2011;
Monostori, 2014). Amajor challenge for interaction between
entities of the CPPS is interoperability, so that continuous
communication can take place without human intervention
(Hoffmann, 2017).

A core concept to tackle this challenge in CPPS are inter-
operable digital twins (DT) (Hildebrandt et al., 2018). A high
effort is involved in the deployment of digital twins (Madni
et al., 2019). To utilize the interoperability advantages of
a digital twin, the implementation efforts must be reduced.
Most research on digital twins focuses on the ontology-based
definition andmodelingwith the support of a use-case (Hilde-
brandt et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). Only a few publications
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focus on the deployment of digital twins or on a workflow
that describes a methodology to completely create a spe-
cific digital twin and deploy it in an operating environment
(Steinmetz et al. 2017). Therefore, the first objective and
contribution of this paper is the design of an end-to-endwork-
flow that shows practitioners and researchers the three main
steps of ontology-based definition, standardized modeling
and automated deployment of digital twins and the respec-
tive intermediate steps. This workflow is coined as the digital
twin pipeline, following the concept of AutoML pipelines
that aim to reduce the effort in creating machine learning
models with automation (cf. AutoML pipelines: Yakovlev
et al. 2020; Truong et al. 2019).

The effort for the deployment of digital twins is further
increased because data is modeled differently for different
systems. For example, different types of models exist for
simulation and data transfer (Hoffmann, 2017; Lee & Rid-
dick, 2010; Rodič, 2017). Thus, there is a lack of consistency
and uniformmodels for use in different systems and different
use-cases. Minimizing complexity can be achieved by stan-
dardizing the ontology-based description model of digital
twins (Boss et al., 2020). Especially repetitive deployment
for various subsystems can be automated with a standard-
ized data model basis. Thus, the second objective of this
work is to derive a concept for the automated deployment
of digital twins based on data model standardization. This
objective specifically addresses the third step of the digi-
tal twin pipeline but distinguishes from the first objective by
focussing on themodel-based automated deployment and not
on the design of the overarching pipeline workflow. The two
main objectives seek to contribute to lowering the threshold
of bringing digital twins into an application.

After introducing and motivating this work, the founda-
tions, consisting of reference architectures, semantic and
syntactic data modeling, the definition of digital twin and
model, and communication standards and protocols, are
explained in “Foundations” section. In “State of the art” sec-
tion the state of the art is presented and assessed regarding
the publication’s contribution to each of the three steps of the
digital pipeline. Consequently, required developments on the
basis of the gap in the state of the art are derived. The main
“Digital twin pipeline” section gives an overview on the dig-
ital twin pipeline and subsequently describes in detail each
step of the pipeline by giving practical examples and use-
cases for a clear understanding. Lastly, in “Conclusion and
outlook” section a conclusion of the results and the presented
work, and an outlook with further research opportunities is
given.

Foundations

This section lays the foundations for the design of the pipeline
for creating digital twins by taking established reference
architectures from smartmanufacturing as a frame for further
explanations. The basic tools of ontology-based semantic and
syntactic data modeling are described for the standardized
creation of digital models. Data modeling is especially rele-
vant for the definition and modeling phase of the developed
pipeline. The difference between digital models and digital
twins is defined to build an understanding of the deployment
tasks. Finally, relevant communication standards and proto-
cols are outlined as they are a central aspect for enabling
digital twins and their automated deployment.

Smart manufacturing: reference architectures

Reference architectures define the basic framework for the
digitalization of production systems. They create a common
understanding of Industry 4.0 through standardization and
integration of essential components into a framework. Essen-
tial components are the representation of assets and their
integration of data, communication technologies and the use
of established standards to ensure interoperability not only
within a production system but across networks.

A multitude of initiatives has published frameworks and
guidelines for their interpretation of smart manufacturing (an
overview is given by: Bader et al., 2019; Moghaddam et al.,
2018; Weyrich & Ebert, 2016). In Germany, the initiative
‘Plattform Industrie 4.0’ developed the Reference Archi-
tecture Model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI4.0) with the goal to
sufficiently precise the description of an asset or a combi-
nation of assets over the entire product life cycle, whereas an
asset is defined as an object that has a value to an organiza-
tion (DIN SPEC 91345 2016). RAMI4.0 is a layer model in
which the complex correlations of an asset are structured in
such a way that every relevant aspect is represented at any
point in the life cycle. Further details on RAMI4.0 can be
seen in the referring DIN SPEC (DIN SPEC 91345 2016).

Besides RAMI4.0, the US-based ‘Industrial Internet Con-
sortium’ (IIC) developed the Industrial Internet Reference
Architecture (IIRA) which provides guidance and assis-
tance in the development, documentation, communication
and deployment of unique Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
systems as an architectural template and assists in achieving
a common understanding to enhance system interoperabil-
ity across industrial sectors (Industrial Internet Consortium
2019).Approaches to align both reference architectures IIRA
and RAMI and the concepts of the digital twin and the
asset administration shell (AAS) were made in coopera-
tion by both initiatives (Boss, 2020). The core message is
that IIRA emphasizes broad applicability and interoperabil-
ity across industries while the service-oriented RAMI 4.0
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reaches deeper in describing models for the digitalization of
manufacturing. Moreover, the concept of the asset adminis-
tration shell meets the key requirements for digital twins as
described by the IIRA and supports digital twin use-cases
outside of the manufacturing domain.

Further cooperation has beenmadewith theChinese Intel-
ligent Manufacturing System Architecture (IMSA) and the
IndustrialValueChainReferenceArchitecture (IVRA)by the
Japanese Industrial Value Chain Initiative (IVI). While the
Hierarchy Levels axis and the Layers axis of RAMI are very
similar to the defined axis in IMSA, both approaches differ in
the definition of life cycle phases (Sino-German Industrie 4.0
2018). At the center of IVRA is the three-dimensional model
of a smart manufacturing unit. It contains the axes Activity
View, Management View and Asset View, which shows that
information is arranged differently than in RAMI (Industrial
Value Chain Initiative 2018). There still is a need for har-
monization and compatibility of new and existing reference
architectures to develop a cross-industry and cross-country
understanding of industry 4.0 components (Standardization
Council Industrie 4.0 2020).All frameworks have in common
that consistent modeling based on a digital representation of
the physical objects of production systems is a necessary
foundation for smart manufacturing. The introduced exam-
ples show the variety and quantity of different reference
architectures in the context of Smart Manufacturing and IoT.
However, the results of this research are based on RAMI4.0
to secure standardized exploitation. For the communication
standards and protocols, the IIoT Connectivity Stack Model
by IIRA is introduced in “Communication standards and pro-
tocols” section.

Ontology-based semantic and syntactic data
modeling

Fundamental to the automated modeling of a digital twin is a
thorough definition of the domain-specific assets. Ontologies
enable a common understanding of a domain and facili-
tate communication between humans and systems (Andrew,
2004). Therefore, ontologies include both the conceptual
description of a domain (Semantics) and the specification
of this conceptualization in terms of a formal description
(Syntax) (Gruber, 1995). Lemaignan et al. (2006) distin-
guish between ontologies at conceptualization level and
operational level. At the conceptualization level, ontologies
investigate and formalize a company’s knowledge. The main
purpose at the operation level is to ensure interoperability in
the data exchange of heterogeneous systems. For both pur-
poses, ontologies study the categories of entities and their
relationships with each other. For the present domain of
production systems, a multitude of ontologies exist that fol-
low the PPR principle, in which production systems can be
described by the three main components (1) product, (2) pro-

cess and (3) resource (Cao et al., 2019; Cutting-Decelle et al.,
2007). Accordingly, a domain-specific ontology includes a
catalog of all components and assemblies that are used and
the product structure of products to be manufactured. Addi-
tionally, a catalog of all resources and their structure is
necessary. The product structure provides information about
the composition of a product from components, assemblies
and individual parts (Schuh, 2014). The resource structure
comprises on the one hand the description of the capabilities
of a resource, on the other hand, information about their spa-
tial design. These three assets are interrelated, as resources
(e.g. drilling machine) are used to execute a process (e.g.
drilling) on a product (e.g. metal sheet) (Martin &D’Acunto,
2003). In addition to the threemain assets, ontologies include
the factory structure definition by the spatial arrangement
of the resources (VDI, 2016). Further ontologies for spe-
cific shop floor related information (e.g. walls, buildings)
exist (Balaji et al. 2016; Brickschema, 2020; Linked Build-
ing Data Community Group (LBD) 2020; Rasmussen et al.
2019). Existing ontologies can be divided into comprehen-
sive (e.g. Lemaignan et al., 2006; Usman et al. 2011) and
specific ontologies for products (e.g. Panetto et al., 2012)
and resources (e.g. Weser et al., 2020; Järvenpää et al., 2019;
Wan et al. 2018). They can be distinguished according to their
field of application (e.g. simulation: Lee & Riddick, 2010),
degree of detail and the modeling language used.

The majority of recent ontology developments are mod-
eled using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Antoniou
& van Harmelen, 2004). OWL is a specification of the
WorldWideWeb Consortium (W3C) originally designed for
web applications. OWL extends the underlying the Resource
DescriptionFramework (RDF) syntax by the semantic defini-
tion of relationships (“oneOf ”, “unionOf ”). For this purpose,
it distinguishes between classes, properties and instances.
Classes stand for concepts that can have properties. Instances
are individuals of one or more classes. To formally describe
entities and their relationships, one of three OWL specifi-
cations (OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full) can be used
depending on the application (McGuinness et al. 2004).

Regardless of the domain under consideration, meta-
models serve to formalize themodeling of existing assets and
their relationships. The meta-model of the asset administra-
tion shell is a standardized information model for the appli-
cation in Industry 4.0 (see Fig. 1) (Boss, 2020). The concept
differentiates between asset types and asset instances. Asset
types consist of information from the technical datasheet
while instances include actual instances of measured data.
Asset instances are linked to asset types. The relationship
allows a continuous forwarding of updates of the type to
the asset instances automatically or on-demand (Tantik &
Anderl, 2017). A shell consists of a header and a body. The
header contains information to identify the corresponding
asset (e.g. ID) and the body is composed of submodels and
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Fig. 1 Asset administration shell concept with header and body (based on: VDI, 2016)

contains information about the asset. Submodels are pre-
defined properties to be used as semantic references for
asset modeling (Boss, 2020). Using domain-specific sub-
models allows to create propertieswith a reference to existing
property definition and therefore facilitates interoperability
(e.g. ecl@ss Hepp, 2005). A communication manager allows
updates and queries of information as a service (VDI, 2016,
Boss et al. 2020). Its purpose is to facilitate data exchange
along the entire value chain by providing a standardized dig-
ital representation for intelligent and non-intelligent assets.
Interoperability is ensured through a standardized communi-
cation interface (Tantik & Anderl, 2017).

SOIL (SensOr Interfacing Language) is a meta-model
specifically designed for sensor systems, but its underlying
information model is applicable to other domains as pro-
duction systems. The modeling of an asset using four basic
building elements is a foundation for generic modeling that
enables standardized communication interfaces. Assets (e.g.
sensor) are defined through (1) components, (2) functions,
(3) parameters and (4) measurements (see Fig. 2). All ele-
ments are inherited from a base class that includes an ID, a
human-readable name and a description. Measurements are
dynamically changed information (e.g. temperature). Param-
eters cover static data that is only changed through external
interaction (e.g. calibration data). Functions consist of a set
of input arguments and a set of return parameters. Compo-
nents are the structural representation of an asset, including

an arbitrary number of children elements (Bodenbenner et al.,
2020).

In addition to an underlying meta-model for semantics,
a formalized syntax for modeling and machine-to-machine
communication is necessary. JSON (JavaScript Object Nota-
tion) is the mainly used format for information exchange
in web applications. It is based on JavaScript data types
and establishes a precise protocol for receiving and answer-
ing API (Application Programming Interface) requests and
responses over the HTTP protocol. Due to the simple syntax,
the format is both machine-readable and human-readable.
The JSON syntax consists of key-value pairs (Pezoa et al.,
2016). JSON Schema is a standard to specify a schema for
JSONdocuments. It is used to validate JSONfiles by compar-
ing the information they contain with the referenced schema.
The schema is divided into two parts: a mandatory schema
section and an optional definition section to facilitate schema
reuse (see Fig. 3). A JSON file satisfies a schema if all
required keywords are included and the defined patterns are
considered (Pezoa et al., 2016).

Definition of digital twin andmodel

The described asset administration shell supplies a meta-
model for creating digital description models and digital
twins. Often the discrimination between such a model and
a digital twin is not clearly defined (Tao et al. 2018; Wright
&Davidson, 2020). To define the components and the context
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Fig. 2 SOIL meta model (Bodenbenner et al., 2020)

JSON document
"header": {

"style": "parameter",
"description": "Date",
"id": "PAR-LFD-123"

}

JSON Schema
{"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"allOf": [{"$ref:": "./model.json#"},

{"properties":
{ "header":

{"properties":
{"style": {

"const": "parameter"},
"description": {

"const": "Start Date"},
"id": {

"pattern": "^PAR-ESD-[0-9]{3}$"
}

}
}

}
]

}

JSON document
"header": {

"style": "parameter",
"description": "Start Date",
"id": "PAR-ESD-123"

}

Fig. 3 JSON Schema defining required properties for parameter of earlies starting date

of a digital twin, embedding itwithin the framework of cyber-
physical systems (CPS) is often applied (Rosen et al., 2015;
Stark &Damerau, 2019; Uhlemann et al., 2017;Weyer et al.,
2016). Cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) are part of
the Industry 4.0 context, enforcing flexibility of automation
pyramid-based manufacturing production systems (Iarovyi
et al. 2016). CPPS contain digital entities that are in intensive
connection with the surrounding physical world (i.e. the real
manufacturing system), its objects and its ongoing processes,
providing and using, at the same time, services (Acatech,
2011; Monostori, 2014). In other words, a data flow between
digital entities and physical objects exists. The approach of
the CIRP Encyclopedia of Production Engineering by Stark
and Damerau (2019) to define a digital twin supports this
description. Kritzinger et al. (2018) state a digital twin as
a digital and physical object with fully integrated and auto-
matic data flow. This implies that a state change of a digital
object leads to a change in the physical object and analogous
a state change of a physical object leads to a change in the dig-
ital object as referred to as a twinning cycle by Jones et al.
(2020). Such a coupling of objects allows for applications

such as online simulation, production control, user operation
guidance and real-time state-monitoring (Tao et al. 2018).

In contrast, the digital model contains a low degree of data
flow integration, i.e. the data flow is just possible bymanually
transferring data from one object to another (Kritzinger et al.,
2018). Figure 4 shows the difference, where the level of inte-
gration in terms of the automation of data flow is depicted.
Stark and Damerau (2019) provide levels of connectivity
between DT and its environment. Level 0 and Level 1 are for
uni-directional and bi-directional connection, respectively. A
DT in level 3 has an automatic connectivity with context-
aware and self-directed communication. This level 3 DT
supports the definition of a fully connected automatic data
flow of Kritzinger et al. (2018).

An enhancement of this definition is nesting the digital
model within the digital twin proposed by Cimino et al.
(2019). This decouples the data acquisition and transfer from
the digital model and defines the digital model itself as a
digital object within the digital twin. Figure 5 shows this
integration of the digital model within the digital twin.
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Fig. 4 Differentiation between a digital model and digital twin, based on data flow automation (based on Kritzinger et al., 2018)

Fig. 5 Nested digital model within a digital twin (based on Cimino et al., 2019; Kritzinger et al., 2018)

In addition to the definition of a digital twin and a digital
model, the digital shadow is coined as a term for an auto-
mated data flow from the physical to the digital side, but
manual connection vice versa (Kritzinger et al., 2018). Since
digital shadows are therefore mainly used for verification via
simulation (Wohlfeld et al., 2017), the definition of the dig-
ital shadow is not utilized but described here for the sake of
completeness.

In “Ontology-based semantic and syntactic data model-
ing” section the asset administration shell (AAS)meta-model
with the concept of asset types and asset instances was intro-
duced. For the development of DTs, Stark and Damerau
(2019) propose a digital master as a DT prototype analogue
to the AAS type. In Stark and Damerau (2019) an instan-
tiation creates living DTs on the basis of the digital master
prototype. In the AAS meta-model an instantiation leads to
an instance, linked to its type. This comparison of AAS and
the ideas of Stark and Damerau (2019) shows the suitabil-
ity of AAS concepts for DT creation. As a consequence, in
the later descriptions of the definition and modeling of DTs
within these pipeline phases, the AAS concept is incorpo-
rated as a meta-model.

Communication standards and protocols

The Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) proposed the IIoT
Connectivity Stack Model as an enhancement of the exist-
ing layer models Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) and
TCP/IP (Joshi et al. 2018). The layered architecture classi-
fies communication standards and protocols (CSP) for the
connection of endpoints in an IIoT environment (see Fig. 6).
These CSP are shown in the connectivity part, which is sub-
divided into the framework and the transport layer. While the
latter exchanges messages, the framework layer is responsi-
ble for the exchange of structured data, such as states, events
and streams. The connectivity part builds on the capabili-
ties of the network part below, which enables the exchange
of packets (e.g. Internet Protocol (IP)), frames and bits (e.g.
Ethernet, 5G). The information part, in turn, is responsible
for the semantic interoperability and relies on the syntactic
and technical interoperability of the framework and transport
layer.

A connectivity transport standards build the foundation of
the connectivity frameworks by defining messaging proto-
cols, communication modes as well as endpoint addressing.
Besides thewidely used and applied protocols TCP andUDP,
the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) protocol was
specifically developed for IoT applications as a lightweight
and efficient alternative based on HTTP and RESTful archi-
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Fig. 6 Connectivity Stack Model as an enhancement of the existing layer models Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) and TCP/IP (based on Joshi
et al., 2018)

tectural style. The Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) protocol is also a lightweight protocol realizing a
many-to-one data collection, which can be applied in large
networks of small devices (e.g. sensors). The devices in the
network (MQTT clients) are connected to a server (MQTT
broker), where they can subscribe to certain topics or publish
on them. Is a message published on a topic, it is sent to all
MQTT clients subscribed to it. Even though the broker-based
architecture prevents the real-time capability the messaging
protocol realizes a small code footprint and a minimal net-
work bandwidth. Because of that, the protocol is increasingly
used in industrial use-cases such as automotive, logistics and
manufacturing (Joshi et al. 2018; Shelby et al. 2014; OASIS
MQTT Technical Committee 2019).

As shown, there are protocols the connectivity frame-
works can operate with on the bottom layers, but there are
few standards above the connectivity frameworks assuring
semantically interoperability. To gain semantically inter-
operability, process knowledge in the form of description
models and ontologies has to be integrated into the IIoT
networks. Especially the integration of these models in all
layers of the IIoT architecture requires time-ooconsuming
human interaction. To optimize this process and aim for an
automated integration of unambiguously, machine-readable
process knowledge, ontologies as well as CSP need to be
brought together. First approaches are developed mainly
using the standards Open Platform Communications Uni-
fied Architecture (OPC UA), MQTT and oneM2M. Bunte
et al. (2018) integrate common OWL ontologies into the
OPC UA standard and only discovered few limitations (e.g.

type restriction, Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)
implementation). The SemOPC-UA lowers manual interac-
tion while enhancing OPC-UA with Semantic Web Services
(SWS) via OWL-S in order to generate a flexible orches-
tration plan which can be adapted to unforeseen events in
production (Katti et al. 2018). Perzylo et al. (2019) devel-
oped a software tool that automatically transfers OPC UA
NodeSets (graph-based data structures that comply with
XML) to OWL models. An extension of the MQTT pro-
tocol in an oneM2M architecture is developed by Kim
et al. (2019). Using semantic web technology in combina-
tion with the MQTT publish/subscribe messaging pattern
devices can be automatically recognized and provide services
autonomously. With the tool SemSub (Semantic Subscrip-
tions), Piller and Khelil (2020) enable MQTT clients in an
IoT network to autonomously subscribe without knowing the
available topics. The topic is determined by analyzing key-
words with semantic services.

Concluding remarks

The previous section lays the foundations for the design
of the pipeline for creating digital twins. In the beginning,
established reference architectures from smart manufactur-
ing were presented as a frame for further development.
Ontology-based concepts (e.g. PPR) were introduced to pro-
vide a framework for the definition and modeling phase of
the pipeline. Specific presentedmodeling syntax (JSON) and
semantic (SOIL) for data modeling will be applied in the
pipeline. The difference between digital models and digital
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twins was defined to build an understanding of the deploy-
ment tasks. Finally, relevant communication standards and
protocols were outlined as they will be a central aspect in the
pipeline deployment phase.

State of the art

Automated ontology-based creation of digital twins

The core goal of this work is to design an end-to-end
pipeline for creating digital twins in the manufacturing
domain. The pipeline can be structured along the three phases
ontology-based definition, standardized modeling and auto-
mated deployment. The state of the art was researched and
analyzed based on a required contribution to the understand-
ing of at least two phases of the DT pipeline. Another aim of
the state-of-the-art research was to identify publications with
an end-to-end methodology comparable to the DT pipeline
approach.

Starting with the ontology-driven definition of a digi-
tal twin, Hildebrandt et al. (2018) describe an ontology
building method in the context of CPS, including ontology
requirements and a formal ontology. The building method-
ology seeks to ensure highly reproducible and interoperable
ontologies by applying methodological building blocks and
standardized ontology requirement specifications. The appli-
cation of the methodology lies in the machine and process
data communication in CPS. In 2020 Hildebrandt et al. fur-
ther developed reusable design patterns for ontology building
with industrial use-cases. In both works Hildebrandt et al.
show a clear structural methodology for building ontologies
that can be seen as a basis for interoperable digital twins.
Hence, it is a strong contribution to the first definition phase
and also supports standardized modeling, but does not touch
the deployment phase. The structural ontology building is
a required foundation for the automated generation of digi-
tal models and deployment of digital models, but the actual
automation methodology is not part of the works of Hilde-
brandt et al. (2018).

Bao et al. (2020) demonstrate an ontology-basedmodeling
of a digital twin. An ontology is created as a preparation for
the modeling of the digital twin, although the actual method
for the ontology building is lined out in a short description of
seven steps towards an ontology. The focus of the paper lies
on the modeling itself and the information sources during the
modeling phase.

Wan et al. (2018) present an ontology-based method
for semantic modeling of reconfigurable manufacturing
resources. The context of the application is a manufacturing
cyber physical system. In the modeling phase a manipulator
serves as a practical example. The deployment of the cyber-
physical manufacturing resources is not described.

Liu et al. (2020) describes digital twin-based CPS nodes
as a hardware-software integrated agent for a physical man-
ufacturing resource. In the course of creating these nodes
an excerpt of the custom ontology is presented, and the
ontology development process in the ontology editor Pro-
tegé (2020) is shown. The ontology-based modeling of the
nodes is outlined for a geometric and kinematic description
of a manipulator. The deployment of the digital twin-based
CPS nodes is described in function modules, where ontology
information is loadedbyanontologymanager.Liu et al. apply
web communication protocols such as MQTT for the data
exchange between the CPS and the CPS node in the deploy-
ment phase. Although the deployment of the CPS nodes
contains a seamless integration via the web communica-
tion tools, the deployment is manual and the communication
structure is not integrated in the digital model.

Erkoyuncu et al. (2020) developed an ontology-based
design framework for adaptive DTs. The focus of the frame-
work is the interoperability ofDT software and the possibility
to update existingDTswith the ontology-baseddesign frame-
work. The results of the modeling is shown with a mobile
robot use-case and a gearbox demonstrator. But, the method-
ology for modeling is not described. A deployment of the DT
is not shown.

AboElHassan et al. (2021) describe a framework for
deploying DTs into a manufacturing execution system or
an enterprise resource planning system. The differentiation
between DT and digital shadow is used as a basis for the
role definition of a deployed DT. The framework bases on a
generic description of DTs without ontologies as a standard-
ization basis. The framework focuses on a message-oriented
communication between the DT components. An approach
for the automation of DT deployment is missing. Neverthe-
less, the framework partly contributes to the deployment of
DTs.

Kousi et al. (2019) present digital modeling techniques
in hybrid human and robot production systems. The DT
in this case is a dynamically updated virtual representation
of the shopfloor, combining real time sensor data, resource
data and CAD models. A unified data model represents the
infrastructure and its components. The data model lays the
basis for a repeatable deployment of software components.
Although the data model uses the unified modeling lan-
guage, the modeling itself is not standardized as it is not
following establishedmeta-models or ontologies, which lim-
its the transferability and interoperability between systems.
The robot operating system (ROS) framework for manag-
ing resources and sensors is deployed automatically with
configuration files, supplied by the DT. The communica-
tion and integration layer for the existing agents follows a
publish-subscribe pattern and is implemented manually on
top of the ROS framework. As a conclusion this paper partly
contributes to the modeling phase and although the commu-
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nication layer is not, the ROS framework is actually deployed
automatically, which results in a full contribution to the last
phase of the DT pipeline.

Park et al. (2020) developed a virtual representation for
a DT application, based on the asset administration shell
meta-model. The virtual DT representation to describe assets
is aligned with the RAMI 4.0 reference architecture. Four
stages of designing a DT in a conceptual map are described.
Firstly, the DT definition has to fulfill a set of technical
requirements. Among vertical and horizontal integration,
indicator generation and simulation capabilities an outstand-
ing and relevant requirement is the automatic DT creation
with a configuration data library. The library contains a base
model, logic and meta-data, which comprise sufficient infor-
mation for creating a DT automatically. A further stage is
the asset administration shell inheritance by, among other
steps, implementing the type and instance concept and fol-
lowing a service-oriented architecture. An optional stage is
the improvement of existing asset descriptions, which aims
to fulfill the requirements in the first two stages. Finally, for
the type and instance stages a set of technical functionalities
such as planning and scheduling, monitoring and logistics
design are addressed as a design stage. In conclusion Park
et al. (2020) contribute to a meta-model-based modeling and
deployment of DTs. An automatic deployment is not explic-
itly described, but the creation of DTs for described along an
industrial use-case in an extensive manner.

Steinmetz et al. (2017, 2018) propose a tool to use ontolo-
gies for complex applications from different domains that
need to share interpretable information for a common manu-
facturing purpose. The tool aims to facilitate the creation of
Internet of Things (IoT) applications (Steinmetz et al. 2017)
and CPS entities (Steinmetz et al., 2018). The facilitation
utilizes information extraction from the ontology and gen-
erative programming techniques. The information extraction
is implemented as an add-on for the common Protegé (2020)
ontology editor to develop a model. A specific IoT lite ontol-
ogy serves as a basis. The lite ontology as well as an excerpt
from the model are presented in the publication. A code gen-
eration tool uses the model to automatically create a java
class. The generated class is an interface for a device to inter-
act with a middleware and thus helps with the automation of
device integration.

The outline of the presented publications and the overview
in Table 1 show that publications on the creation of DTs
mostly deal with the ontology-based definition, which results
from the relevance of interoperability of components, devices
and devices in CPS. Only publications that involved at least
two phases were included in the research. Several publica-
tions differentiate between lite and heavy ontologies for the
sake of various applications of the derived models. In addi-
tion, the inheritance from domain independent meta-models
and overarching ontologies such as those from the W3C

is outlined in a clear and repeatable manner. The ontology
editor Protegé (Noy et al. 2000; Protegé, 2020) appears in
multiple publications making it a standard tool for ontology
creation and editing. As standardized modeling of DTs is a
core task in the creation process, all analyzed publications
treat this topic. A full contribution to this pipeline phase con-
tains a description of the modeling procedure and the supply
of exemplary syntactic and semantic code. Exemplary code
is shown in use-cases exhibiting products or manufacturing
resources inCPS.Thefinal phase of theDTpipeline, the auto-
mated deployment, is rarely found in the analyzed literature.
When publications such as Park et al. (2020) or AboElHas-
san et al. (2021) describe a deployment of DTs, they focus on
the information flow and integration framework, but they do
not take the automation of DT deployment in CPS with code
generation into account. Only Steinmetz et al. (2017, 2018)
and Kousi et al. (2019) present concepts for the automatic
generation of code for the facilitation of DT deployment.

Especially Liu et al. (2020) and Park et al. (2020) pub-
lished methods guiding through the different phases of
creating and deployingDTs in an extensive and clearmanner.
But these methods do not take the interface between mod-
eling and deployment phase into account. The approaches
lack a detailed description of how to bring a DT model into
operation.

To conclude, the potentials for further work and research
are an incomplete description of an end-to-end workflow for
creating DTs in CPS and a concept for the automated deploy-
ment by code generation.

Derivation of required developments

Based on the revealed potentials in the state-of-the-art, the
following required developments to contribute to the creation
of DTs are derived. A comprehensive DT pipeline is required
that shows the path from definition over modeling to deploy-
ment. The required interoperability in CPS must be ensured
by inheriting from established ontologies and meta-models.
Since the documentation of the DT modeling is mostly done
in a generic manner, an exemplary use-case must be used to
clarify how an ontology is used to create a digital model. As
shown in “Definition of digital twin and model” section on
the definition of digital model and twin, the difference lies
in the automatic data flow between the physical and cyber
objects. In other words, data communication between the
digital model and the real world must be established by the
generation of code. To ensure efficient repeatability of DT
deployment in a CPS the code generationmust be automated.
The gap in the automation of DT deployment in the literature
leads to the required development of suitable methods.
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Table 1 Overview on the
state-of-the-art for three phases
of the digital twin creation
pipeline

Fig. 7 Three phases of the end-to-end digital twin pipeline for the application in cyber-physical systems

Digital twin pipeline

Overview

A consistent workflow that includes the necessary stakehold-
ers, phases, steps and data flow supports both practitioners
and researchers to sustainably create and also deploy DTs
into operation CPS environments. The proposed workflow
is structured as an end-to-end pipeline, in the style of well-
establishedworkflows formachine learningmodels. Figure 7
shows the digital twin pipeline with three phases.

First, to ensure interoperability and reusability of DTs
a meta-model and ontology-based standardization of the
description model is required. Established ontologies and
meta-models are pre-selected, according to domain and
ontology knowledge input. This input must be supplied by
an ontology and domain expert, so that all relevant state-
of-the-art ontologies are taken into account. The domain
knowledge is required to ensure a selection that fits the needs

of a use-case within a specific domain. Due to the complex-
ity of domains and the rare occurrence and necessity this
selection process and the information input is kept manual.
The selected ontologies and meta-models are implemented
as a basis for creating a custom ontology in an ontology edi-
tor (e.g. Protegé, 2020). A use-case expert uses the selected
ontologies and meta-models for creating a custom ontol-
ogy according to digital twin requirements from a specific
use-case. The ontologies and meta-models from the defini-
tion phase serve as a schema to standardize the creation of
description models. A use-case expert transfers the use-case
knowledge into the description model by filling out the pro-
vided schema. This information comprises static use-case
data that can be supplied before start of operation. In the fol-
lowing Git repository exemplary schemata and data models
are provided for reference and understanding: https://github.
com/Project-AIMFREE/description_model
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Since the use-cases are even more specific, analogous to
the definition phase the input is providedmanually. The result
of the standardized modeling phase is a description model
that has no data flow or simply manual data flow between
digital objects (i.e. description model) and the real world
(i.e. physical objects). The aim of the deployment is the
establishment of a connection between digital and physi-
cal objects with automated machine-to-machine data flow.
With communication standards and protocols (e.g. MQTT,
see “Communication standards and protocols” section) the
deployment can be automated, under the precondition that
the required protocol components (e.g. topics, messages) are
formally described in the standardized modeling. In con-
trast to defining schemata and creating description models,
the deployment of digital twins is a repeatable task that is
suitable for automation. Generative programming uses the
formal descriptions to automatically create a communication
master that manages the automatic data flow. Two applica-
tions are used to show automated DT deployment. First, the
control of a line-less assembly system and second the plan-
ning with simulation-based scenario analysis.

Definition phase

In the definition phase, established ontologies and meta-
models are pre-selected according to a domain input. Domain
knowledge is used for pre-filtering to select relevant ontolo-
gies and meta models. Figure 8 shows this exemplary for the
domain production systems. As an example, for the domain
of production systems thepresentedontologies on thedomain
level and meta models on the structure level can be used to
create a domain-specific ontology in an ontology editor. The
input can be divided into domain and structure level. The
domain level includes ontologies that describe the semantics
and connections between elements for the specific domain.
In this case, MASON (Lemaignan et al., 2006) is used as a
comprehensive ontology that describes products, processes
and resources because of its general applicability for pro-
duction systems and BOT (Rasmussen et al. 2019) is used to
describe the general structure of the shopfloor and the fac-
tory building itself. Meta Models for the fundamental and
consistent structure of the description model and the syntax
for execution are described in the structure level. In this case,
the concept of the asset administration shell and SOIL (cf.
“Ontology-based semantic and syntactic datamodeling” sec-
tion) are used. Since the ontologies may partly overlap, the

appropriate features are selected in an ontology editor. The
creator may only use specific parts of an ontology and com-
bine them (e.g. use one ontology for robot description and
another one for capabilities and services). All information is
collected in the ontology editor and a new, domain-specific
ontology is created. However, if a well-fitting ontology with
a consistent meta model already exists, it can be used straight
away.

This results in a domain-specific ontology in which all
syntax and semantic for the description model representing
the digital twin is being described. All parts of the meta-
model shown in Fig. 9 implement the superior header, which
describes the defining information for every submodel. It
defines the style, a unique ID, name and description of the
described submodel. Following the paradigm of the asset
administration shell, every submodel has a header with those
properties and a body with individual information repre-
sented in further submodels. The main purpose of the header
is the identification of every model. Identifiers are locally
unique and become globally unique by prepending the par-
ents’ identifiers successively. Based on the SOIL model,
the style of a submodel can be either a parameter, vari-
able, function or component. A component again consists
of further components, parameters, variables and functions,
enabling complex systemic relationships to be depicted. The
differentiation between parameters and variables allows the
differentiation into time-dependent characteristics, which is
relevant for communication and database structure.

The semantics of the derived ontology are depicted in
Fig. 10. An order consists of different products that have to
be produced. All assets can be differentiated between Types
and Instances, as described in RAMI 4.0. As an example, a
product matches a product type, which means that its sub-
models are applied. In addition, the described process step
types and part types are applied, instantiated and assigned to
the product. According toMASON, resources can be divided
into Geographical Resources that in this case are repre-
sented by the BOT ontology, Human Resources andMachine
Resources that can be either mobile or stationary. Thematch-
ing process by a control system can be done by matching a
certain process step to a resource on which it will be exe-
cuted. The combination of resources (besides machines also
operators and tools can be required) and a process step result
in the process. The displayed objects are all components,
which themselves consist of sub-models such as compo-
nents, variables, parameters and functions. This is shown as
an example for order and product where an order contains
products, variables like the current lateness and parameters
like the corresponding customer and the earliest start date
(ESD). The included component product itself has a header
with representing characteristics and a body with submodels
like the included parts and process steps as components and
the current position as a variable.
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Fig. 8 Procedure of definition phase of the proposed pipeline
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Fig. 9 Meta-model of the proposed description model combining aspects of SOIL and the asset administration shell
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Standardizedmodeling phase

During the modeling phase, a use-case-specific description
model is created using a model generator (e.g. Bodenbenner
et al., 2020, admin-shell-io 2020). The output of the defi-
nition phase is used as input information. Additional input
is provided by static, use-case-specific information. Spe-
cific instances of the use-case are modeled according to the
predefined ontology. The ontology provides the necessary
and optional parameters and variables to describe the object
of investigation. The predefined links between individual
components serve as a blueprint for the links between use-
case-specific instances. By using a priori defined submodels
for parameters, variables and components a consistent mod-
eling for the whole system is ensured. Similar parameters for
different instances follow the same structure. By modeling
the submodels in the JSON Schema standard, constant infor-
mation such as the structure of the ID, the unit or the expected
bandwidth of the measured value is predefined and can not

be violated. Dynamic information, e.g. the actual measured
value, is assigned during the deployment phase (Fig. 11).

To evaluate the proposedmodeling, an excerpt of themod-
eling of a simple assembly system is presented in this section.
The system is described following the PPR principle regard-
ing its product, process steps and resources (see Fig. 12). The
assembly product is an industrial dog consisting of several
parts that are assembled following a precedence graph (see
Fig. 11). The assembly priority graph illustrates the process
flexibility of the product to be assembled. The assembly of
the head and tail can be realized at the end, at the beginning
as well as in the middle of the process chain. The assem-
bly of the front and rear legs can also be flexibly thawed
in their sequence. Only when assembling the rear parts, the
joints have to be mounted before the legs. The assembly
takes place at four manual stations, which are connected by
a mobile robot. Due to the fact that the assembly stations are
not rigidly linked (e.g. with roller conveyors) and every pro-
cess step can be realized at every station, a flexible sequence
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Fig. 11 Manual assembly system consisting of 4 stations interconnected with a mobile robot for assembly of four product variants of an industrial
dog

Fig. 12 Model components for evaluation use case following the PPR principle

of the individual process steps is feasible. The assembly sys-
tem outputs four variants of the product (#1-#4) that differ in
color of assembled parts and the dog’s leg position.

Following the custom ontology the product variant #2 is
modeled as shown in Fig. 13. The description model follows
the predefined schema“producttype”. Its subcomponents and
parameters aremodeled following a priori defined submodels
“weight”, “size” and “process_step_type”.Within the header
of the submodel “producttype” the style and id pattern is
defined. The submodels likewise contain a header with a
corresponding definition of the id pattern. The body of the
submodel instances follows the schema structure of the sub-
modelswhile including static information values (e.g. weight
of producttype #2).

Automated deployment phase

The last step in the pipeline is the deployment phase. Here
the previously determined models are created according to
the specific requirements and distributed to the DT as well
as all agents. Generative programming enables the automatic
generation of specific interfaces based on the same models.

This is where the advantage of the pipeline becomes
apparent: Based on the same data and the model, a digital
representation is generated and stored in the DT. At the same
time, the digital representation and all related data becomes
accessible to all systems involved via the DT. Finally, the
interfaces between the individual systems, agents and the
DT are also created automatically. For example, both plan-
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Fig. 13 Model generation for product variant description model based on custom ontology schema

ning and control can operate with the same models and the
same data. The communication between the individual assets
is also standardized and automatically generated.

Based on the digital twin model, a control agent is ini-
tialized for a product when it is introduced by ERP. The
initialization is performed by a data processor and uses the
ontology-based modeling structure. The control agent auto-
matically implements relevant publishers, subscribers and
services. Detailed knowledge of the user regarding transfer
protocols is not necessary. The topic names on which rel-
evant information is shared and received follow a defined
structure. The concatenation of the Unique ID ensures the
automated recognition of relevant information from other
assembly participants (see Fig. 14). Using globally unique
identifiers avoids wrong subscriptions. By analyzing the
message header, communicating assets ensure the correct
connection in a handshake.Aclient callback function handles
possible connection errors, unsubscribing when needed.

The descriptionmodel enables agent generation for differ-
ent communication protocols based on a publish-subscribe
pattern (e.g. MQTT or ROS). The decision for a specific
protocol depends on the use case requirements regarding

message size, latency, security, reliability, etc. Regarding
security, client authentication with credentials and certifi-
cates on the application level as well as Transport Layer
Security encryption on the transport level and Virtual Private
Networks on the network level are suitable and established
measures. Due to limited message sizes and no particular
requirements on latency and security, MQTT was chosen to
evaluate the pipeline within the example assembly system.
Using MQTT wildcards, the control system subscribes to
all topics following the structure of COM-Product-#/VAR-
CurrentStatus-#/. Therefore, it can listen to the status of all
products, e.g. product 1 in the system. If the state of a product
changes because an assembly step is completed, the con-
trol system carries out the disposition and scheduling. It first
assigns a new processing station to the product. The corre-
sponding message includes the description of a station i.e.
its header and is published to a topic following the structure
COM-Product-#/VAR-NexStation-#/. Then, the control sys-
temgenerates a transport order for themobile transport robot.
This robot has subscribed to the corresponding topic and thus
automatically receives information about the transport order
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Fig. 14 Deployment of the control agent with a communication master

Fig. 15 MQTT communication messages connecting products and resources with a control system

to be carried out. The message content follows the semantics
and syntax of the pre-defined sub-model (see Fig. 15).

In the past, simulation models mainly were standalone
solutions with a limited scope and lifetime. With the use of
the digital twin as a standardized data basis, a new simulation
modeling paradigm is introduced in which simulation mod-
els can be generated automatically during the whole product
life cycle. The high effort for creating simulation models
manually can be skipped and simulation models are used
recurrently (Harrel & Hicks, 1998; Rodič, 2017).

In the deployment phase of the digital twin pipeline, sce-
nario analyses can be used either for initial potential analyses

on how the system should be configured but also as a decision
support in which various alternative actions and scenarios
are evaluated. For this purpose, the components of the digi-
tal twin are aggregated in a data processor to form a file that
describes the entire system in its current state (see Fig. 16).
The digital twin is continuously updated by the previously
described control agent and therefore contains static (e.g.
number of work stations) and dynamic (e.g. progress of job)
data that is abstracted in the simulation.Basedonuser input or
historical data various alternative system configurations and
actions are modeled into a variety of production scenarios.
For each scenario, a simulation model is automatically cre-
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Fig. 16 Use of the digital twin for automated generation of simulation models in comprehensive scenario analyses

ated using the user input and the static and dynamic data from
the digital twin, which makes it possible to start the simula-
tion from the current timewhen jobs are already in the system.
It is then simulated using a discrete-event-simulation engine
with the use of external decision algorithms. The results of
the simulation studies are summarized and evaluated in a
postprocessor to enable data-based action recommendations
(decision support; e.g. new machine, layout change) or auto-
matically perform actions (e.g. rescheduling). To sum up,
simulation models can be generated, simulated and evalu-
ated automatically when using the digital twin pipeline. The
consistent description model enables the standardized gen-
eration without further need for expert knowledge.

Conclusion and outlook

The required reference architectures, the ontology semantic
and syntax and the communication standards and protocols
were presented for developing a digital twin pipeline. The
definition of the digital twin was founded on an automatic
two-way data flow between digital and physical objects. The
state-of-the-art analysis showed that multiple publications
that incorporate multiple phases of the DT pipeline mostly
contribute to the ontology-based definition and modeling of
DTs. Besides a range of publications describing the appli-
cation of DTs only a few focus on the actual deployment
of DTs into application and even fewer treat the automation
of deployment. The analysis also showed a research gap for
an end-to-end workflow that describes the full pipeline from
defining over modeling to deploying a DT. Such a work-

flow brings together expertise from researchers that focus
mostly on defining and modeling DTs and expertise from
practitioners that apply and deploy DTs in a manufactur-
ing environment. Therefore, a DT pipeline with the phases
ontology-based definition, standardized modeling and auto-
mated deployment is presented. A customized ontology that
uses established ontologies and meta-models was presented.
The subsequent modeling was shown with the example of a
toy-case. Through the automated deployment of a standard-
ized Digital Twin, a wide range of other applications can be
developed and connected in a modular way. For the control
of assembly systems, the creation of a connection between
control agents and a communication processor was shown
as an example. For planning of such systems an automated
scenario analysis including simulation was presented.

An outline on a generic DT pipeline is given. The exam-
ples to clarify the steps of the pipeline are taken from the
manufacturing domain and more specifically from an assem-
bly use-case with the application of planning and control.
This helps the understanding but limits the transferability
to other domains or to other manufacturing use-cases. For
example, for the definition phase, other ontologies might
be relevant. The application is crucial for the design of the
deployment automation. As planning and control were pre-
sented, the requirements of these applications were taken
into account in the formal definition of the DT. For other
applications, various other requirements and boundary con-
ditions are needed. Another future work could be a thorough
mapping of tools for the practical implementation of every
DT pipeline phase. Examples were given with protégé for
ontology definition or the model generator for the standard-
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ized modeling phase. Further efforts could also be spent on
the research and development towards a tool for automated
deployment using generative programming for the presented
applications of simulation and control or other applications.
As the ontology definition part and the modeling phase are
ratherwell covered due to the similarity ofDT creation across
applications and domains, the biggest challenge lies in the
development of application-specific tools due to a lack of a
scaling effect.
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